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Kun grol grags pa and the revelation of the Secret
Treasury of the Sky Dancers on Channels and Winds —
an inquiry into the development of the New Bon tradition
in Eighteenth century Tibet*
by Jean-Luc Achard

Part I — Introduction
The rTsa rlung mkha' 'gro gsang mdzod (The Sky Dancers' Secret Treasury of
Channels and Winds) is one of the major New Bon (bon gsar) revelations discovered by Kun grol grags pa 'Ja' tshon snying po (b. 1700)1. Its inclusion in the
Rin chen gter mdzod compilation by Kong sprul Blo gros mtha' yas (1813-1899)2
and the ensuing polemics and resulting debates in the ris med movement have
been studied elsewhere in detail3. In this short paper, I will present the main data
regarding Kun grol grags pa's life events as depicted by Shar rdza bKra shis
rgyal mtshan (1859-1935) in his White Lotus (Padma dkar po)4, Kun grol’s
discovery of the cycle and finally I will present a description of the cycle's
contents together with a brief summary of each individual work.

*
1

2
3
4

I would like to thank Ms Marianne Ginalski, Mr Michael J. Hunt and Dr Dan Martin for
their kind corrections and suggestions.
I refer here to the complete manuscript reproduced in rTsa rlung mkha' 'gro gsang mdzod cha
tshangs dang mgur ma byang khrid bcas kyi gsung pod, Delhi, 1974. The edition included in the
Rin chen gter mdzod (cf. following note) has also been used to check the manuscript. As a
master of both the New Bon and the Eternal Bon traditions, Kun grol grags pa was regarded
as an emanation of Me nyag lCe tsha mkhar bu (one of the Nine Scholars [mkhas pa dgu] who
received sûtra teachings) and was known under his full name as Kun grol grags pa 'Ja' tshon
snying po 'chang (Shar rdza bKra shis rgyal mtshan, White Lotus, p. 93).
Khyentse ed., vol. 63, p. 323-488.
Cf. Blondeau “La Controverse soulevée par l'inclusion de rituels bon-po dans le Rin-chen
gter-mjod”, passim.
Man ngag rin po che a khrid kyi bla ma brgyud pa'i rnam thar padma dkar po (a verse-work telling
the life-stories of the masters belonging to the main A khrid lineage), in rDzogs pa chen po sku
gsum rang shar gyi khrid gdams skor, Dolanji, 1974, p. 1-114. The work was later expanded by
dBal khyung mchog sprul g.Yung drung tshul khrims who added the biographies of Shar
rdza rin po che and his heir gSang sngags gling pa (White Lotus, p. 114). On the A khrid
lineage and practice, see Per Kvaerne & Thupten K. Rikey, The Stages of A-khrid Meditation:
Dzogchen Practice of the Bon Tradition, passim. See also his previous articles : “Bonpo Studies:
The A Khrid System of Meditation” and “The Great Perfection in the tradition of the Bonpos”
(see bibliography for full references). For fuller informations regarding the life of Kun grol
grags pa, see his autobiographies (inner and secret) in the volume Rig ‘dzin kun grol ‘ja’ tshon
snying po’i rnam thar gsung pod, pp. 379-659, 661-830.
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Till now, the New Bon (bon gsar) tradition has been rather neglected by
western scholarship although it retains a deep interest in its own right.5 This
tradition has mainly developed in Eastern Tibet, with such highly revered
personages as Mi shigs rdo rje (b. 1650), Sangs rgyas gling pa (1705-1735), Kun
grol grags pa himself and, in parts only, Shar rdza bKra shis rgyal mtshan who
actually held both lineages of Eternal Bon6 (g.yung drung bon, e.g. in his
dByings rig mdzod even if some issues are to be carefully checked) and New
Bon.7
The holders of the New Bon tradition maintain that the origin of their tradition goes back to the famed 8th century master Dran pa Nam mkha’ and then
to the famed gter ston Blo ldan snying po (b. 1360), who is claimed by the masters of the Eternal Bon tradition as the founder of the New Treasures (gter gsar)
system which should be clearly distinguished from New Bon. Actually, both
claims seem fair enough since, if Blo ldan snying po was indeed a discoverer of
treasures belonging to the lineage of Eternal Bon,8 he was also considered as a
sprul sku of Padmasambhava, as shown by one of his “secret names” (gsang
mtshan) : Pad 'byung Nam mkha' rin chen.9 The role played by Padmasambhava
in the New Bon tradition being so important, Blo ldan snying po's association
with the famed eighth century tantrika is a key point to be taken into account in
the history of the New Bon movement.

5

6
7

8
9

Even in present days works by tibetan authors, the subject is barely dealt with in detail,
although some have felt compeled to, at least, mention a few names. See for example Lopon
Tenzin Namdak, sNga rabs bod kyi byung ba brjod pa'i 'bel gtam lung gi snying po zhes bya ba, p.
147-148, who names the traditions of Sangs rgyas gling pa (Byang chub rdo rje), Mi shig(s)
rdo rje, gTer ston bDe chen gling pa, Kun grol 'ja' tshon snying po and the later tradition of
Nyag gter gSang sngags gling pa. In this book, New Bon is styled as a tradition (lugs) which
radically differs from that of the old Bon (bon rnying). Here, old Bon is understood as the
Eternal Bon (g.yung drung bon) and not as the primitive Bon. Its practices are described as
similar (mtshungs) to those of the rNying ma pas. The most important mythical (or halfhistorical) figures of this tradition — traced back to the 8th century — are Dran pa nam
mkha' and 'Od ldan 'bar ma, together with their twin sons Tshe dbang rig 'dzin and Padma
mthong grol (Padmasambhava). Vairocana's key role is not mentionned in this book.
E.g. his dByings rig mdzod, even if some issues are to be carefully checked.
As an example of a cycle overlaping both traditions, his sKu gsum rang shar is a complex
work which raises similarly complex problems. It was actually written as an offshot to the
famed classic Fifteen Sessions of A-khrid but also as a guide (khrid) to one gter ma revealed by
gSang sngags gling pa (his own disciple) and entitled sKu gsum don rgyud. According to
Lopon Tenzin Namdak (personnal communication), the sKu gsum don rgyud and the Yab sras
don rgyud (often quoted by Shar rdza in his rdzogs chen works) are apparently one and the
same text. I am preparing a study and translation of the sKu gsum rang shar cycle and this
tantra, together with a commentary based on Shar rdza rin po che's own exegesis on this
work.
His gZi brjid, sTon pa gshen rab's longest biography (in 12 volumes), being certainly one of
his most famous revelations.
See Achard, Le Lion qui Rugit la Connaissance Sublimée — Pratique de Maseng Karpo d'après les
révélations de Tertön Loden Nyingpo, Khyung-mkhar, 1997, p. 7.
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Kun grol grags pa's life story
According to Shar rdza rin po che (White Lotus, p. 88 et seq.), Kun grol
grags pa was the main disciple (as far as the A khrid lineage is concerned) of dGe
shes g.Yung drung bstan 'dzin.10 He was born [in 1700, lcags ‘brug] in the area
of Dre shod go lam and belonged to the dMu tsha sGa clan. His father was called
sMan rgyal11 Drung mu wer (zhang zhung language standing for g.Yung drung
rgyal [po]) and his mother sTag za Tshe ring mtsho.12 His birth place was
actually situated in Khyung po. Until he was four years old (sometime around
1703/4), he did not utter a word but when he once saw a yogi standing on a stone
behind the door of his house, he was so frightened by the countenance of the
personage that he straight away went back inside saying : “There is an old man at
our door ! Go and have a look !” His parents went to see but nobody was
standing at the door. It was believed that the man may have been the ancient
master sTong rgyung mthu chen of Zhang zhung kingdom, living centuries
before the Yarlung dynasty. On another occasion when he was five, he was
reprimanded by his father because he kept playing with a group of other children.
Kun grol replied : “Father, if my body delights in playing with other children, my
own mind, being the Absolute Body (bon sku), remains immutable ('gyur ba
med) !” Everyone who attended the scene was astonished by the child's premature intelligence.
Up to that time, his family lived in rKong po but they decided to move
back to their native place. On the day of their departure, Kun grol spontaneously
sang a song of realization after giving initiation to the local people of his former
village. Surprisingly enough, he began to learn to read and write at the age of
nine (in 1708 according to our way of counting years) but he mastered both
crafts without effort and seemed to naturally know how to read and write just as
he was shown how to do so.
Then, when he grew up (no clear date is given, apart from the information
10

For whom see White Lotus, p. 84-88. His dates are not yet fixed with assurance but he lived
in the late XVIth century up to, at least the first decades of the XVIIth century since Kun grol
met him as a grown up (sometime after ca. 1720).
11 This epithet is usually spelt sMon rgyal, an important clan for the Bon po tradition.
12 According to Kun grol’s Inner Auto-biography (Kun grol grags pa nying ‘khrul sna tshogs pa/ chu
gnyer ji bzhin ‘dzad med rdzun gyi phreng/ nang gi rnam thar nyi ma ‘bum ‘od ‘di/ skal ldan la ston
mtshon pa’i lde mig rgya, p. 384-385), both parents had simultaneous prophetic dreams the
year before the actual birth, in 1699 (sa mo yos) : Kun grol’s father dreamt that mKha’ ‘gro
‘Od ldan ‘bar ma (a very important 8th century figure who was Dran pa nam mkha’s
consort) presented him with a Wishfulfilling Jewel (yid bzhin nor bu), while at the very same
time his mother dreamt that the sun dissolved in her body. The event was welcomed with a
feast offering practice belonging to the Bla chen yab sras bcud dril cycle rediscovered by Bon
zhig g.Yung drung gling pa (p. 385). The root gter ma text of the Yab sras bcud dril is also
included in the Rin chen gter mzdod, vol. 63, p. 247-305. The full cycle was published in
Dolanji in 1974 under the title Zab mo sku gsum bcud dril gyi khrig gzhung sogs kyi gsung phod.
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that he was a grown up), he met dGe shes g.Yung drung bstan 'dzin (former main
patriarch of the A khrid lineage) who gave him the name of Nam mkha' ye shes.
It seems he did not use this name to sign any of his works (at least those
available to me at the time of writing this article).13 From this master, he was instructed in all exoterical and esoterical teachings of Bon and he received all
kinds of initiations (dbang), ritual readings (lung) and precepts (man ngag). He
especially received rdzogs chen instructions from g.Yung drung bstan 'dzin and
was thus directly introduced to the natural state (gnas lugs) of his mind. At that
time, realization (rtogs) and liberation (grol) coincided and all his obscurations
were instantaneously cleared away without having to be purified. He reached
such a state of stabilization of the natural state that he conquered the ten stages
(sa bcu) of the Path without having to reach them gradually. In fact, he had
actualized pure and manifest buddahhood without having to indulge in hard and
time-consuming practices. He thus perfected all the qualities (yon tan) of the
stages (sa) and paths (lam) without doing it purposedly. He was then able to
integrate in his enlightened mind scriptures he had not even previously studied.
Later, he moved to Central Tibet and gTsang where he met His Holiness
(sku mdun)14 Rin chen 'od zer (the then abbot of sMan ri)15 from whom he took
full monastic vows and received on that occasion the name of rGyal ba 'od zer.16
He regarded the abbot as a true Awareness-Holder (rig pa 'dzin pa) and a holy
man faithful to his three vows (sûtra, tantra and rdzogs chen vows). During his
stay in Central Tibet, Kun grol took the opportunity to study the five great bonclan lineages, that is the Bru, Zhu, sPa, rMe'u and the gShen clans. In these traditions, he was taught exoteric and esoteric teachings and he fully listened to their
ritual readings (lung) while he also received all their initiations (dbang). He then
traveled to sTod where he labored extensively for the sake of sentient beings
after that he came back to his own country (we have to understand that this is
rKong po). There, as he was engaged in his yi dam practice, wonderful signs of
accomplishment occurred, such as the water of the vase offering spontaneously
boiling, sparkles bursting out when he was beating his drum, direct visions of the
yi dam's face, etc. Similar inner signs occurred as he was practicing the channels
and winds (rtsa rlung) yogic exercises which enabled him to remain in his her13

The names he himself currently acknowledged in his Inner Auto-biography are Rig ‘dzin
g.Yung drung gling pa, Gar dbang Kun grol grags pa and sNang gsal ‘Ja’ tshon snying po.
See his Kun grol grags pa…nang gi rnam thar nyi ma ‘bum ‘od, p. 484.
14 This expression qualifies high religious figures such as the Dalai Lama, an epithet by which
he is frequently refered to, together with such titles as gong sa skyabs mgon, etc.
15 Kun grol grags pa can thus be considered, apart from his inclusion in the classical A khrid
lineage chart, as a follower of the Eternal Bon (g.yung drung bon) tradition and not only or
strictly as a famed master of the New Bon system.
16 To my knowledge, he never used this name to sign any of his works.
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mitage with little food for sustenance. Then, wherever he moved, he summoned
the local deities and exhorted them to indulge in virtuous actions ; he also
traveled as far as the border lands of southern rKong po where he converted the
“uncivilized” (mtha' khob) populations and exhorted them to practice virtues. His
activities also involved subduing the eight classes (sde brgyad) of arrogant spirits
and to bind them under oath. He worked extensively for the spread of Bon and
built several monasteries while he took part in the restoration of some damaged
sanctuaries.
His passing away (no date nor indication of age are given), an actual sign
of the everlasting truth of impermanence and his ultimate teaching to his disciples, was accompanied by various miraculous signs such as rainbows filling the
sky, rains of flowers, etc.17
He had disciples from all regions of mDo khams who mastered
contemplation, wind-mind (rlung sems) control, dissipation of dualistic
apprehensions, etc. Among the most important ones to be mentioned are dMu
gshen Kun dga' phun tshogs, Khro khyung Nam mkha' dbang ldan, Khro tshang
bsTan 'dzin nor bu, dBra ston g.Yung drung 'gyur med and rTogs ldan Ye shes
bstan 'dzin. The latter was to be his successor in the line of transmission of the A
khrid lineage.18 He was also known under his toponymic name as Khrom
rdzongs Ye shes bstan 'dzin, his rtogs ldan title being the usual one given to
patriarchs of the A khrid lineage.19

The history and discovery of the Sky Dancers' Secret Treasury on Channels and
Winds
The original story of the cycle’s composition contains classical narrative
patterns of the New Bon tradition. The cycle is attributed to Padmasambhava
who transmitted it to mKha' 'gro Ye shes mtsho rgyal20 in a pagoda-cave (ke'u
tshangs) of the bSam yas mChims phu complex. As is often the case in so many
rnying ma gter ma revelations, Ye shes mtsho rgyal played a crucial role in ask17

I have been unable to find any information on the date of his death in the sources available
to me at the time of writing the present article. Samten Karmay (A Catalogue…, p. 118) says
that Kun grol grags pa was still active in 1766 but the date may have to be corrected to 1742
(Per Kvaerne, “A Bonpo bsTan rtsis from 1894”, p. 157 n. 41). Both his inner and secret
biographies stop in 1737 (see p. 646 and p. 807 respectively). His Catalogue of the Bonpo
Kanjur was actually completed in 1751 (see note 30 below).
18 For his biography, see White Lotus, p. 93 et seq.
19 Karmay, A General Introduction to the History and Doctrines of Bon, p. 218.
20 She is addressed with the rather unusal (at least for me) name or epithet of Shel dkar mgon
skyid ma in the Yid ches lung gi che ba, p. 33.
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ing the Great Guru of O rgyan to disclose a teaching leading to Buddhahood in a
single life time. Thus, according to the account given in the Yid ches lung gi che
ba (p. 31-38), Padmasambhava received instructions from g.Yung drung blo gsal
(the “gshen po of Ta zig”)21; from both Li shu stag ring and Dran pa nam mkha'
of Zhang zhung22 ; from Shrî Simha and Hûmkara, the scholars (mkhas pa) of
India23 ; and from the Dâkinî bDud 'dul kun dga' ma.24
The instructions directly linked to the present cycle were transmitted to him
by rDo rje phag mo, the Great Space-Mother (dByings kyi yum chen mo), who
granted him accomplishments (dngos grub) and initiation (dbang) in the rTsub
'gyur tshal charnel ground in O rgyan.25 In particular, Padmasambhava received
from her the special instructions regarding the Sky Dancer's practices of channels
and winds (rtsa rlung). These practices are supposed to contain the most
profound teachings among highly advanced yogic exercises. They do not need
preparatory rituals or arrangements nor do they need any musical ritual service.
They bring life extension, prevent obstacles from arising, reverse defects, “kill”
enemies (dgra bsad), subdue obstructive entities and enable the practitioner to
spontaneously accomplish the four activities.26 When engaging in these practices,
obscurations are naturally purified and the two accumulations brought to completion.27 It is interesting to note here that such practices, although widely known
in other transmission lineages, are specifically styled as “not known in India”
(op. cit., p. 35).
The cycle is presented as being divided into Treatises (rgyud), Advices (lung)
and oral instructions (man ngag), even though such divisions do not concretely
appear in the texts themselves. One may even say that, apart from the historical
works (n°3 and 30 of the list given below) and the two works (n° 27 and 28 of
the same list) describing the general outline of the cycle, the remaining texts all
21

He is one of the eight main masters of Dran pa nam mkha’ who received from him outer
tantras (phyi rgyud), sûtras (mdo) and teachings on cosmology (mdzod), as well as monastic
rules (‘dul ba).
22 Both are well-known archaic figures of the Eternal Bon tradition. Li shu stag ring is
associated with many cycles of teachings but more specifically with the Yang rtse klong chen
collection.
23 Shrî Simha is the famous master who taught rDzogs chen to both Vairocana and Vimalamitra
who, in turn introduced the Great Perfection teachings in 8th century Tibet. Hûmkara was a
Nepalese tantrika associated with Mahâyoga tantras.
24 This name is unknown to me. She could be identical with sPa za Kun dga’ ma who was sPe
bon thog rtse’s consort (Shardza Rinpoche, Legs bshad mdzod, p. 175) but this has to be
checked.
25 Location of this place varies from the Asura Realm to a site located south of the city of lTa na
sdug.
26 las bzhi, i.e., pacifiying (zhi), increasing (rgyas), subjugating by power (dbang) and destroying
with wrath (drag).
27 Obscurations (sgrib pa) are generally of two kinds : the first one is linked to emotions or
passions (nyon mongs kyi sgrib) while the second regards cognitive matters (shes bya'i sgrib).
The two accumulations (tshogs gnyis) are those of merits (bsod nams) and wisdom (ye shes).
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belong to the oral instructions (man ngag) type and do not retain the dialogue
characteristic of the Tantras (rgyud) nor the essentializing nature of the âgamas
(lung). All the texts were supposedly transcribed by Padmasambhava and written
down by Ye shes mtsho rgyal in a few words condensing their principles (tshig
nyung don bsdus).
These teachings are presented as previously unknown in the Land of Snow, a
claim which could have been right in Padmasambhava's time although similar
practices must have already existed in 7th or 8th century Tibet. Padmasambhava
adds that such practices will not occur in the future. Ye shes mtsho rgyal wrote
them down with her own menstruation blood in the form of Sky Dancers'
symbolic script (mkha' 'gro bdra' yig) before putting them into a precious trove.
Padmasambhava sealed it and the trove was entrusted to Vairocana, the 8th
century famed translator and key figure in the later New Bon tradition (as well as
in the Eternal Bon indeed). Vairocana took it to rGyal mo rong in Eastern Tibet,
where he hid it in a cave known as the mKha' 'gro gsang phug (Secret Cave of
the Sky Dancers) in the gZi shod district of Nyag shod.28 In particular, the trove
was hidden in the genitals of the rDo rje phag mo statue erected in that cave and
entrusted to the guardian rDo rje rnal 'byor ma. Padmasambhava made a
prophecy saying that one named 'Ja' tshon snying po O rgyan Las 'phro gling pa,
a figure “who does not incline towards either Bon or Buddhism” (bon dang chos
la ris su ma chad pa)29, will discover it and be the impulse of their spread in the
world.
The discovery of the texts was made in an Iron-bird year (lcags bya), which I
provisionally propose as being *174130, and the transcription of the texts
occurred in a Water-pig year (1743, chu mo phag), in the monastic complex of
g.Yung drung gling of the Dre shod district.
According to the discoverer's own account of the revelation of the cycle (gter
'byung, p. 317 et seq.), during the second lunar month of the Iron-Monkey year
[*1740], he encountered (in a vision ?) a yogini wearing bone ornaments. In very
elusive words, she prophecized the discovery of the cycle, the time having come
28

The place is called rDo rje yongs rdzong by Kun grol grags pa in his Catalogue of the Kanjur,
p. 90. It is variously spelt in the colophons of the mKha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod texts, as Yongs
rdzogs, Yang rdzong, etc. This sacred place is associated with a second one named gNas
chen Seng ge gnam rdzong in the same gZi shod district. See Kun grol grags pa, gZi shod
g.yu lo lung gi ru lag gnas chen sengge gnam rdzong rdo rje yongs rdzong dang gnyis kyi dkar chag
me tog phreng ba zhes bya ba, p. 325 passim.
29 A characteristic often applied to Vairocana himself (see note 37 below).
30 The work being mentionned in the catalogue of the Kanjur Kun grol composed in 1751 (lcags
mo lug), this is the only possible Iron Bird year followed two years later by a Water-pig year
(the year during which he actually started transcribing the symbolic scripts of the yellow
scrolls, see below). On the mention of the rTsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod in the “historical
section” of his Catalogue, see his g.Yung drung bon gyi bka’ ’gyur dkar chag, p. 90.
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to reveal the treasure for the benefit of all beings. The following year, in 1741
(lcags bya), on the 10th of the 3rd month, Kun grol went to the mKha’ ‘gro
gsang phug and found the rTsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod treasure text in
the bhaga of the rDo rje phag mo statue inside the cave. Thereafter, he had
successive visions of Padmasambhava, Ye shes mtsho rgyal, Padma mkha’ ‘gro
and Vajrayogini. However, the text is interesting in that it clearly shows that the
revelation is part of a longer visionary process. Indeed, if on the one hand the
texts are hidden in the secret parts of a statue, on the other hand, the evidence
and knowledge of their existence appear in a series of visions which take place
during a whole year. In 1743 (chu mo phag, p. 323), Kun grol grags pa was
residing in Dre shod in g.Yung drung gling and during a break in his meditation
practice at the beginning of the 9th lunar month, he had a vision of rDo rje rnal
‘byor ma who exhorted him to transcribe the dâkinî symbolic scripts (mkha’ ‘gro
bdra yig) from the yellow scrolls (shog ser) he had discovered. So this period
was further extended to another year for the complete transcription of the
symbolic scripts into Tibetan language and writing. Moreover, the discover was
strongly requested to keep his revelation secret for three years (p. 321). The gTer
‘byung itself was written down by Kun grol grags pa during the fifth lunar month
of the Wood-Rat year (which corresponds to 1744, p. 324). So no less than four
years were necessary for the full revelation of the cycle, from its mention to Kun
grol during an initial vision down to the closure or finalization of the cycle with
his redacting complementary works.

Some manifest evidences of the Sky Dancers' Secret Treasury's affiliations with
New Bon
Many elements appearing in the cycle clearly demonstrate its affiliation with
New Bon, some of the most striking being the role played by rDo rje phag mo
(and on a lesser level rDo rje rnal 'byor ma) in its revelation. Usually, the deity
Thugs rje kun grol is the bon po equivalent of rDo rje phag mo (and rDo rje rnal
'byor ma)31 : she is of red complexion, having one head and two arms ; one sow
31

This equivalence is clearly stated by dBra ston bsKal bzang bstan pa’i rgyal mtshan in his
bsTan gnyis dgongs pa gcig tu sgrub pa (p. 543.4 quoting a still unidentified rDo rje gling pa’i
gter lung) saying: Thugs rje kun grol is rDo rje phag mo (thugs rje kun grol rdo rje phag mo yin).
Note also the importance of rDo rje phag mo's male partner, rTa mgrin, for example in text
no. 5 dealing with the Development Stage (bskyed rim, including a self-visualization of rTa
mgrin, etc.). In traditional Eternal Bon, rTa mgrin is not associated with any buddhist
influence whatsoever but is rather a form taken by sTon pa gshen rab to subdue gods and
demi-gods and to force them to become protectors of the Bon teachings. See Per Kvaerne,
The Bon Religion of Tibet, p. 136.
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head (phag zhal) can be seen in her blazing hair, thus showing her clear
correspondence with the Buddhist deity rDo rje phag mo. Anyhow, it is to be
noted that, as the consort of the ancient sage Tshe dbang rig 'dzin, Thugs rje kun
grol also plays a crucial role in the New Bon traditions so that Kun grol grags
pa's use of rDo rje phag mo gives his cycle a deeper buddhist flavor32.
Actually, the main elements showing New Bon affiliation are the roles
played by Padmasambhava, Ye shes mtsho rgyal and Vairocana. The Great Master of O rgyan is depicted as the pivotal key in the written composition of the
cycle (which he received from rDo rje phag mo) as well as the responsible of the
texts arrangement. Their main structure was given by Padmasambhava to Ye
shes mtsho rgyal who organized the inner structure of the texts, arranging their
order and putting them into a final written form before handing them to Vairocana. The latter is also a key figure of the New Bon tradition, which is not a surprise if we take into account his role in the rNying ma pa rdzogs chen circles and
in the Eternal Bon (g.yung drung bon) tradition as a whole.
In any case, the most striking elements are the use of the word chos
(phenomena, teaching, e.g. p. 40.1) instead of the classical term bon33, and the
use of the expression “sevenfold posture of Vairocana” (rnam snang chos bdun,
e.g. p. 65, 168) instead of the more usual posture in five points used in classical
Bon traditions and concerning the same body position : 1. sitting in the crossedlegged posture ; 2. keeping the back straight ; 3. putting the left hand over the
right one with both thumbs pressing the first joint of the ring-fingers ; 4. bending
the neck slightly and 5. gazing with open eyes at the level of the tip of the nose
(or straight in front of oneself).34
One should also note, among other things, the use of the expression “diamond
body” (rdo rje lus), e.g., in text no. 26 (see below for the list), which is rather
unsual in Bon contexts. Among the other occurrences of the word rdo rje, note
its use in the compound rdo rje thig (= theg) pa’i bstan pa, on pp. 8, 40, 122,
136 (in gsang sngags rdo rje thig [= theg] pa). Note however that the word rdo
rje is not always substituted to the classical g.yung drung equivalent thoughout
32

Thugs rje kun grol indeed plays an important role in most of the dâkinî related gter ma of the
New Bon. One contemporaneous example can be found in Shar rdza bKra shis rgyal
mtshan's mKha' 'gro gad rgyangs (a gcod text belonging to the Yang zab Nam mkha' mdzod
cycle) ; on this text see Achard Jean-Luc, Le Rire des Ballerines Célestes, extrait du Yangzab
Namkha Dzö, Khyung mkhar, 1995.
33 This use of chos appears also in usual compounds or expressions such as ‘khor ‘das kyi chos (p.
49), etc. It is also surprising to see it in places where the word bon would have seemed
natural, e.g. on p. 123.4 : “Having great faith and devotion for the teachings…” (dad pa che
zhing chos la mos pas/) and on pa. 136.6 : “Striving in religious activities…” (chos phyogs kyi
bya ba la brtson pa).
34 The fivefold posture is decribed as the usual posture for practice in text no. 2 by Tshul
khrims ye shes but also in text no. 12 (p. 106) for ‘pho ba training, etc.
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the cycle. In the context of the Buddha Families, text no. 5 mentions the Svâstika
Family (g.yung drung rigs) and not the Vajra Family (rdo rje rigs). So the
consistency in replacement is apparently left to the author’s discretion.
Finally, mention is to be made of a practice that requires the visualization of
rDo rje sems dpa' (a deity whose name could not be more buddhist) instead of
gShen lha 'od dkar, the root deity of all bon yi dam. In fact, if it were not for the
special use of Absolute Body (bon sku for chos sku) and a few other similar
features, the cycle could really be regarded as buddhist if one were just having a
quick look at the work, to get a general idea of its contents.35 As a matter of fact,
none of the practices described in the cycle are specifically bon po, in the sense
of not existing in the buddhist tradition or of being of typical bon po origin. As
we shall see below, all the material appears as a classical tantric one, with topics
that are often associated with the Ma rgyud corpus of tantras. Although it does
contain instructions pertaining to other levels of practice (such as bskyed rim,
etc.), the cycle is clearly Perfection Stage (rdzogs rim) oriented. In fact, the
Development Stage is mixed to the Perfection Stage such as in text no. 5. This
text describes the inner anatomy of the body made of channels (rtsa), wheels
(‘khor lo), seed-syllables associated with the elements (‘byung ba), buddha
families (rigs), etc. which one can synthesize in the following table :

35

There are many other examples that could be mentioned here but for the sake of consistency
I just selected a few of them. However, the use of some of these examples is not new or
peculiar to New Bon, such as the use of the compound a ti for rDzogs chen (p. 320-321)
which is already found in ancient works like the mDo ‘dus (p. 147 : rdzogs chen a ti ba’i sde).
The reference to atiyoga in the present cycle occurs in the prophetic and apocalyptic
discourse of Padmasambhava describing the period during which the cycle ought to be
discovered : it will be a degenerate age for Tibet, where only signs (and not actual practice)
of the Buddhas teachings will be maintained, while very few people will truly involve
themselves in the practice of Secret Formulas (gsang sngags), rDzogs chen, etc. The necessity
of the appearance of such a cycle is that at that time the profound Path of Channels and
Winds will be considered in an erroneous way. Such apocalyptic discourses are not very
surprising and do not always or necessarily refer to any real historical event (there are
however many instances that contradict this statement) but rather to a broader period of
time that sometime alludes to “inner” or spiritual events.
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In each of these wheels, the yogi visualizes Buddhas in union and from the
juncture of these union, he imagines that the white and red bodhicitta fluids flow
and fill the corresponding wheels and channels until his body is entirely filled
with bodhicitta. Several offerings and a dissolution phase complete the practice
itself.
The overall cycle stresses heat yoga (gtum mo), yantra ('khrul 'khor) and
sexual techniques. Regarding this last category of texts, two works are dedicated
to women’s sexual yoga (nos. 16-17). A short summary of each text is given in
Part II below.

Part II — The texts of the
rTsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod collection
According to Kun grol grags pa's own list of this gter ma in his Catalogue of the
Kanjur (pp. 232-233), the Dolanji edition (1974) seems to be the most complete
version available at present36 and has consequently been used here as a reference.
The texts are presented according to the following scheme :
[XX] inventory number attributed to individual texts
[Title of the text]
36

Kun grol grags pa's Collected Works are to be reprinted in South India by the present-day
reimbodiment of the Kun grol lineage. I do not have access to this collection at present.
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a. page references
b. thematic title included on the left recto side of the folios
c. colophon
d. summary, notes or remarks.
1.
rTsa rlung mkha' 'gro gsang mdzod las sNgon 'gro rjes kyi tshig bshad
a. 1-9
b. none.
c. snyigs ma’i dus ‘dir dge bsam blo gros can/ yod na tshe ‘di’i bya ba
mngon dor nas/ dben pa’i khrod du rlung sems zung ‘jug gis/ nyams len
brtson rnams rmad ‘byung skal ba bzang/ bu (=gu) hya rgya/ ‘ja’ tshon
pa rang gi (= gis) so/ shu bham/ bkra shis so/
d. This is the verse text of the preliminaries and concluding activities of
the cycle. Pages 4-8 contain a prayer to the lineage masters including : 1.
Kun tu bzang po with retinue, 2. dBang chen Yab-Yum with retinue of yi
dam deities, 3. dByings kyi yum chen rDo rje phag mo with retinue, 4.
Padmasambhava with retinue, 5. Vairocana37 ; 6. rDo rje rnal ‘byor ma
with gter srung retinue ; 7. mNga’ bdag ‘Ja’ tshon snying po (Kun grol
grags pa) ; 8. the root-master (rtsa ba’i bla ma). The text is probably
identical with the sNgon ‘gro skyabs sems gsol ‘debs mentioned by Kun
grol grags pa in his Catalogue of the Kanjur (p. 232).
2.
rTsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod kyi/ sNgon 'gro'i tshig bshad kyi khrid rim
a. 11-30
b. none
c. ces rtsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro’i gsang mdzod kyi/ sngon ‘gro’i tshig bshad
kyi khrid rim ‘di/ mtshungs bral g.yung drung thog [p. 30] med kyis dgos
zhes bskul ngor/ grub chen smon lam rin po che’i zhabs rdul spyi bor len
pa/ grub ‘grub btsun tshul khrims ye shes dbang gi rgyal mtshan [small
interlinear letters : spu yi dge slong chung ba mchan] bdag gis bris pa dge
des ‘gro kun smin grol lam la ‘god par ‘gyur cig/ [followed by four letters
in dâkinî script].
d. This text is a composition written by Tshul khrims ye shes dbang gi
rgyal mtshan (styled as “a small monk of sPu”) at the behest of g.Yung
drung thog med. It contains the explanations and practical instructions
related to the verse text of the preliminary practices exposed in no. 1
37

Styled as a practitionner of both Bon and Buddhism (bon chos dbyer med).
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above. It is interesting to note that in the Refuge tree described on page 18
seq. appear Dran pa nam mkha’ (with Kun tu bzang po above his head),
Tshe dbang rig ‘dzin (with gSang ba ‘dus pa above his head) and
Padmasambhava (with sTag lha me ‘bar above his head) who are the three
manifestations in the center of the Field of Merit.

3.
rTsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod las / [Ka] Yid ches lung gi che ba
a. 31-38
b. lo rgyus.
c. bdag ‘dra o rgyan las ‘phro gling pa’i (= pa’am) ‘ja’ tshon snying po
‘bod pa’i rigs mthun gyi gter grog (= grogs) padma mkha’ ‘gro dang bcas
te/ gzi shod g.yu lo lung gi ru lag gnas chen rdo rje yongs rdzogs mkha’
‘gro gsang phug gi nang/ rdo rje phag mo’i bha ga bya rog gdong gi sbub
nas/ lcags bya zla ba gsum pa’i tshe bcu’i nyin par gter gyis (= gyi) dngos
grub tu rnyed pa/ slar chu mo phag gi lo hor zla dgu pa’i tshe la tre shod
padma brtsegs pa’i byang phyogs [p. 38] g.yung drung gling gi gdan sar
shog ser la zhal bshus grub par dge’o/ sarva mangalam/
d. This text is a short treatise aiming at producing confidence (yid ches) in
the authenticity of the cycle, recalling its origins and the way it became a
gter ma for the benefit of future generations (see its abridged summary
above in the present article). Its main purpose is thus to clarify all doubts
regarding the collection of texts and its origins. In this work, Padmasambhava answers Ye shes mtsho rgyal’s questions and explains that
he received teachings from the gShen po of sTag gzig, g.Yung drung blo
gsal ; from the Knowledge Holders of Zhang zhung, Li shu stag ring and
La chen Dran pa nam mkha’ ; and from the scholars of India, Shri Simha
and Hûmkara, as well as from the wisdom Dâkinî bDud ‘dul kun dga’ ma.
The special teachings of the rTsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod were
however received by him directly from rDo rje phag mo herself, in the
rTsub ‘gyur tshal charnel ground. As shown in the colophon, the text was
rediscovered in 1741 by Kun grol grags pa with his Treasure assistant
(gter grogs) Padma mkha’ ‘gro. The place of rediscovery was the
genitalia of a rDo rje phag mo statue located in the rDo rje yongs rdzogs
mkha’ ‘gro gsang phug Cave in gZi shod.
4.
rTsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod las/ [Kha] dBang chog ye shes rang shar
a. 39-51
b. dbang chog.
c. bdag ‘dra o rgyan las ‘phro gling pa ‘ja’ tshon snying po can gyis mdo
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khams shar phyogs nyag shod a ‘dzi lung gi byang phyogs gzi shod g.yu lo
lung gi ru lag/ snyi stod gnas chen rdo rje yang rdzong mkha’ ‘gro gsang
phug nang gi rdo rje phag mo’i bha ga nas spyan drangs pa bskra shis/
shu bham mandzu sarva dzagâtam/ dge’o/
d. An initiation ritual manual, covering the four consecrations, i.e., vase
consecration (bum dbang), secret consecration (gsang dbang), wisdomknowledge consecration (shes rab yes shes kyi dbang) and verbal consecration (tshig gi dbang). The main deities of this initiation manual are rTa
mgrin and rDo rje phag mo. The last one conveys the essential teachings
of rDzogs chen and presents the view specific to the practices of Cuttingthrough-Rigidity (khregs chod) and Passing over the Crest (thod rgal)38.
As is always the case, such consecration rituals aim at sublimating (smin
pa) the continuum of practitioners to make them suitable vessels for the
liberating (grol ba) instructions. The place of discovery is the same as in
text no. 3.
5.
rTsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod las/ [Ga] Phyi bskyed rim lha’i rnal ‘byor
a. 53-61
b. none.
c. bdag ‘dra ‘ja’ tshon snying po gnas chen rdo rje yangs rdzong (= yongs
rdzogs) nas rnyed pa dge’o/
d. A treatise on the Development Stage (bskyed rim) centered upon the
deity rTa mgrin (in union with his consort rDo rje phag mo) and involving
complex visualizations of the inner visionary anatomy with wheels ('khor
lo), channels (rtsa), etc. Its main purpose is to transform the yogi's body
into a true divine body (lha sku). On page 54.4, the collection is styled as
The Secret Treasury of the Sky Dancers — Instructions on the key points
of innermost secret (practices) on Channels and Winds (gSang ba yang
gsang rtsa rlung gnad kyi gdams pa mkha’ ‘gro’i gsang mdzod). It is a
good example of that kind of short works dedicated to the Development
Stage practice. Kun grol grags pa included it under the title of bsKyed rim
lha yi rnal 'byor in his Catalogue of the Kanjur.
6.
rTsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod las/ [Nga] Nang ‘byin ‘jug rlung gi nyams
len
a. 63-77
b. rlung sbyongs (= sbyong)
38

Although this does not imply the actual use of the terms khregs chod and thod rgal, both
aspects are hinted at in expressions such as ka dag gdod ma’i gnas lugs and dbyings rig ye shes
‘od du gsal (p. 49-50)
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c. bdag ‘dra ‘ja’ tshon snying po’i (= pos) rdo rje yongs rdzongs (=
rdzogs) phag mo’i bha ga nas dngos grub tu rnyed pa’o/ dge legs su gyur
cig/
d. This important text describes the practice centered on inner winds and
is divided into four main sections : 1. the characteristics of the outer place
(phyi gnas) where to perform the practice ; 2. the characteristics of the
inner food (nang zas) ; 3. the characteristics of the secret friend (gsang ba
grogs) ; and 4. the practice of Suchness (kho nyid kyi nyams len). The
practice of Suchness is centered on the inner fire yoga (gtum mo) involving visualization of channels, wheels, etc. It is performed through a
series of pranayâma practices explained in a set of four gradual techniques : soft breathing (‘jam rlung), intermediate breathing (bar rlung,
vase breathing (bum pa can) and fierce breathing (drag rlung). The yogi
trains successively in these practices, passing to the subsequent one after
gaining sufficient familiarity in the previous one. The ultimate result is the
mastery of the four Joys (dga’ bzhi) specific to this kind of wind practices.
In the short introduction to the instructions proper (p. 64.3-4), the present
collection of texts is styled as The Secret Treasury of the Sky Dancers on
Channels and Winds — Quintessence of the Diamond Path of Secret
Mantras (gSangs sngags rdo rje theg pa’i yang snying rtsa rlung mkha’
‘gro’i gsang mdzod). In his Catalogue of the Kanjur, Kun grol grags pa
included this text under the title of ‘Byin ‘jug rlung gi rnal ‘byor.
7.
rTsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod las/ [Ca] thun mong gtum mo’i ‘khrul ‘khor
a. 79-83
b. thun mongs (= mong)
c. rig bsngags (= sngags) ‘chang ba ‘ja’ tshon snying po’i (=pos) rdo rje
yang rdzongs nas dngos grub tu brnyed par dge’o/ bkra shis/
d. A short treatise describing twenty-five “Magic Wheels” (‘khrul ‘khor)
whose practice induce the production of heat (drod) and develops in the
practitioner the experience of Bliss and Emptiness (bde stong).
8.
rTsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod las/ [Cha] rMi lam ‘od gsal ‘khor yug
a. 85-89
b. rmi lam.
c. ‘ja’ tshon snying po’i (= pos) rdo rje yang rdzong nas dngos grub tu
brnyed pa bkra shis so/
d. The text describes the practice of dreams and the integration of Clear-
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Light ('od gsal) during the night, aiming at subduing all kinds of delusions. It is organized into three parts : 1. identification (ngos bzung ba) of
dreams ; 2. dynamic training (rtsal sbyong ba) ; and 3. intensification
(cher spel ba). The first part deals with the visualization practices to be
done during wakeful time and during sleep. It provides additional advice
in order to succeed in the practice. The second aims at transforming
various appearances occurring in dreams and at training in their activity,
such as letting carnivorous animals or demons appear. The third part
consists in intensifying the transformations, such as turning fire into water, water in fire, demon in deity, a single thing into ten, ten into one hundred, etc.
9.
rTsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod las/ [Ja] ‘Od gsal gdams pa ‘khrul pa rang
dag
a. 91-94
b. ‘od gsal.
c. ‘ja’ tshon pas rdo rje yangs rdzong nas rnyed pa bkra shis.
d. In this text, the Clear-Light (‘od gsal) practice is explained in three
parts : 1. the Clear-Light of sleep (gnyid kyi ‘od gsal) aiming at integrating with the Absolute Body (bon sku) ; 2. the Clear-Light of dreams (rmi
lam ‘od gsal), aiming at integrating with the Enjoyment Body (longs
sku) ; and 3. the Clear-Light of wakeful time (sad pa ‘od gsal), aiming at
integrating with the Emanation Body (sprul sku). The purpose of the
practice is to mix together the meditations accomplished during the day
with the period of the night and with dreams ; and the meditations of the
night, with the period of the day, etc. In this way, the yogi will be ready to
recognize the visions emerging during the Bardo39.
10.
rTsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod las/ [Nya] sGyu lus gdams pa bden med40
rang grol
a. 95-97
b. sgyu lus.
c. gsang bdag rig pa ’dzin pa ‘ja’ tshon snying po’i (= pos) rdo rje yang
39

This has to be understood as “during the Clear-Light Bardo of Reality” (bon nyid ‘od gsal gyi
bar do).
40 bden med (“without reality” or “lacking true existence”) should be ammended to bde chen
(Great Bliss) according to text n°27 p. 295. However, even if Kun grol grags pa's catalogue of
the Kanjur (p. 232) indeed gives the reading bden med, both readings make sense in the
present context (the second one is presented in its classical condensed graphic form of
bdeen). The same expression occurs in text no. 11 (p. 100.1) in the sentence : bar do bden med,
the non-reality of Bardo states.
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rdzang (= rdzong) mkha’ ‘gro gsang phug nas gter du drangs so/ bkra
shis/
d. The practice described in this text aims at realizing that all phenomena
and one’s body are illusory, comparable to a dream, a reflection in a
mirror, an appearance without reality. The yogi has to think in this way
and then to integrate this thought with the dream state. In this manner, he
should also recognize the Bardo manifestations as insubstantial or as
dream-like. When the practice is intensified by roaming in secluded
places, the yogi should be able to pierce the very core of false appearances
and reach a firm realization which demonstrates that manifestations are
illusory.
11.
rTsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod las/ [Ta] Bar do’i gdams pa snang ba rang
grol
a. 99-103
b. bar do.
c. bdag ‘dra ‘ja’ tshon snying po rdo rje yang rdzong nas spyan drangs pa
dge legs su ‘phel bar shog shubham bkra shis/
d. The present text is mainly centered on the Bardo as a post-mortem
state41 and is divided into three parts : 1. the manner in which Bardo states
appear (‘byung tshul) ; 2. the dynamic training (rtsal sbyangs) ; and 3. the
manner in which the qualities resulting from the practice of the Bardo are
obtained (thob lugs). As it synthesizes most notions regarding postmortem Bardo states and training in this life, the text is worth summarizing in details :
1. At the time of death, when all the manifestations of this life have
stopped and before the arising of the visions of the Bardo, the various
dissolutions of the elements occur. After these dissolutions are completed,
a moon-like self-manifestation appeared which is simply terms
“appearance” (snang ba). It occurs because the white essence at the top of
the head goes down into the central channel. At that time all conceptions
linked to anger are interrupted. Then, the red essence in the navel goes up
into the central channel, giving rise to a sun-like self-manifestation which
is called “increase” (mched pa). At that time all conceptions linked to
desire are interrupted. Finally, when the white and red essence mix
together, a dark self-manifestation occurs which is called “near-attainment” (nyer thob). At that time all conceptions linked to ignorance are
interrupted. If the yogi maintains his awareness during these stages, he
will see the manifest arising of the Clear-Light visions and recognizing
them as his own visions (rang snang), he will reach Buddhahood. How41

Usually Bardos cover various states of life and death, not only post-mortem states as is often
believed in the West.
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ever, if he fails in his recognition, he will enter the Bardo of Reality (bon
nyid bar do) and the Bardo of Becoming (srid pa’i bar do).
2. The training consists in imagining that all daily manifestations are
visions of the Bardo and praying to the three roots (bla ma, yi dam, mkha’
‘gro) to recognize them as such. The yogi thus prays to recognize the
Clear-Light of death (‘chi ba ‘od gsal) as the Absolute Body (bon sku) ;
the Bardo state proper (after-death period) as the Enjoyment Body (longs
sku) and the potential rebirth as the Emanation Body (sprul sku). The yogi
should also reflect on the sufferings of the Bardo of the time of death (‘chi
kha bar do’i sdug bsngal), the signs indicating the dissolutions of the
elements, such as smokes, mirages, fireflies, butter lamps, etc. During the
night-time, he should integrate his dream state with the Bardo practice and
if he succeeds in doing so, he will be liberated during the Bardo, at the
end of his life.
3. Advanced yogis should reach the state of Kun tu bzang po and
obtain the Absolute Body by recognizing the Clear-Light of death. Yogis
of medium capacities should obtain the Enjoyment Body and yogis of
lower capacities should obtain the Emanation Body.
12.
rTsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod las/ [Tha] ‘Pho ba’i gdams pa zab lam rnal
‘byor
a. 105-108
b. ‘pho ba.
c. ‘ja’ tshon snying po rdo rje yang rdzong nas thon pa shu bham/
d. The transference (‘pho ba) practice is described here in three parts : 1.
training, 2. actual transference and 3. benefits resulting from the training
practice. For the training section, the yogi uses the fivefold position (as
described above in this article) and visualizes his body as rDo rje phag
mo. Above his head, he imagines Kun tu bzang po, of blue complexion,
appearing as a self-arising body (rang ‘byung gi sku) devoid of ornaments. Harmonizing the visualization with his breath, he imagines that a
white thig le representing the essence of his own awareness (in his heart)
is shot like an arrow and dissolves into Kun tu bzang po. As he breathes
out, he imagines that the thig le goes back down in his heart. He should
train in this way until the arising of specific signs such as a protrusion on
the sinciput, etc. The actual practice of transference is then accomplished
when signs of inevitable death occur : at that time, yogis should use special positions according to their capacities (lotus, crouching or lying
down) and proceed with the transference itself. For advanced yogis, the
benefit is to reach Buddhahood in the Space of Reality (bon nyid
dbyings) ; for yogis of medium capacities, it is to be able to take rebirth in
a pure realm and follow the teachings of a Buddha ; and for yogis of or-
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dinary capacities, it is to block possible rebirths in the three lower realms42
in order to obtain a human body. Although not explicitely stated in the
text, the ‘pho ba instructions can also enable evil beings (sdig pa can) to
promptly and easily achieve enlightenment without indulging in virtuous
practices during their lifetime.
13.
rTsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod las/ [Da] gSang ba thur ma gdams pa zab
mo
a. 109-114
b. thur ma.
c. gsang bdag ‘ja’ tshon snying po gnas chen rdo rje yang rdzogs nas
rnyed pa’o/ bkra shis/
d. This text is described as introducing the practice of extraordinary key
points (ngo mtshar gnad kyi lag len), that is sexual exercises requiring the
use of a needle (thur ma)43 which is inserted in the urethra. Practiced with
special breathing techniques, this yogic exercise should enable the yogi or
the yogini to reabsorb their seminal fluids or during intercourse, to absorb
the one of the partner. One of the signs of success in this practice is the
ability to draw in a mixture of milk and water through the urethra and
letting it pour through the nostrils.
Appended to the text on page 114.5-116 are further instructions on
“extracting the elixirs” (bcud len) which are not signed. They form a
natural appendix to the short bcud len section of the text (on p. 114.1-4).
In his Catalogue of the Kanjur, Kun grol grags pa mentions the root-text
itself under the title gSang ba’i thur ma’i lag len.
14.
rTsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod las/ [Na] dBang po rdo rje chu ‘thung sbyor
ba
a. 117-120
b. rdo rje chu ‘thung
c. ‘ja’ tshon snying po rdo rje yang rdzongs(=rdzong) nas rnyed pa shin
tu bzab (= zab) bo/ bkra shis/
d. A sexual-yoga text aiming at integrating the bliss (bde ba) of the lower
door ('og sgo, the genitals) to the Path itself (lam). It requires the use of a
small bamboo tube similarly inserted in the urethra. It is to be practiced
42
43

Hells, preta limbos and animal destinies.
In larger commentaries, such practices are usually done with two kinds of needles, a back
one (rgyab thur) and a front one (mdun thur). The use of both (not at the same time) is
prescribed in text no. 14.
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after the preceding text, as the training section (sbyang ba, p. 118.1-3) refers to the practice of the “back needle” (rgyab thur gyi lag len) explained
in no. 13. The use of the “front needle” (mdun thur) is described on p.
119.2-4, so is the training or application (las la sbyar ba) consisting in
bringing in milk and having it pour down from the nostrils (p. 119.4 seq.).
When the yogi is able to draw in any liquid and to have it pour from his
nostrils, it is a sign that he has gained power over his upper and lower
winds (steng ‘og gi rlung). Complementary oral teachings are to be given
by a qualified master in case of failure in the training. In his Catalogue of
the Kanjur, Kun grol grags pa mentions the text under the title rDo rje chu
‘thung sbyor ba.
15.
rTsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod las/ [Pa] Pho khrid gdams pa nyi ma’i bcud
sdud
a. 121-130
b. pho khrid.
c. The text has a first colophon written by Ye shes mtsho rgyal and addressed to Vairocana which runs as follows : (p. 129.5) mas bab mas
brtan dga’ bzhi ye shes lam/ bha ga’i dbyings nas mngon sangs rgyas (p.
130) byed ‘di/ gu ru’i bka’ bzhin kho bo’i (= bos) yi ger btab/ lo tsha
khyod kyi (= kyis) zab mo’i gter du zhogs (= zhog)/ rdo rje rnal ‘byor bya
ra ma g.yel bar/ skal med bdung rig (= rigs) lag tu shor ra re/ skal ldan
las ‘phro can la ‘phrod pa’i rgya/ des kyang bstan pa’i rgyal mtshan
tshugs par shog/ sa ma ya/ rgya rgya rgya/.
The second colophon is by Kun grol grags pa : bdag ‘dra ‘ja’ tshon
snying po rdo rje phag mo bha ga nas rnyed pa dge legs su gyur cig/
d. A sexual-yoga text for male practitioners describing the methods to
control seminal essences during intercourse with an action seal (las kyi
phyag rgya), mixing of both white and red essences and re-absorption of
the essences through the urethra. The practice itself aims at transforming
the fluids or essences (dang ma) into wisdom (ye shes). It starts with the
examination of the outer physical signs, inner verbal signs and secret
spiritual signs of the action seal. The rigs ma showing all signs is to be
consider as a wishfulfilling jewel (p. 124) ; however, potential rigs ma
showing none of these signs should be rejected, as they will be the source
of trouble, ultimately being a cause of premature death and rebirth in the
lower destinies. A partner having one third of the signs should be
outwardly viewed as a servant or attendant (‘bang mo) ; a partner with
half of the signs should be inwardly considered as a wife (chung ma) ;
while a partner having full signs should be secretly viewed as a foremost
lady (rje mo). This practice produces the experience of the Four Joys (dga'
bzhi) which are reached by holding (‘dzin), pulling in (‘dren) and
spreading (dgram) the fluids in the channels of the body by the use of
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specific magic wheels (‘khrul ‘khor). The first Joy is reached when the
fluids are pulled up to the navel. The second, styled as supreme Joy
(mchog dga’) is reached when the fluids are pulled up to the heart. The
third, styled as Special Joy (khyad dga’) is reached when they are pulled
up to the throat. And finally, the fourth, the Co-Emergent Joy (lhan skyes
kyi dga’ ba) is reached when they are pulled up to the head chakra (p.
127). At that time, the realization of the natural state (gnas lugs) arises in
the yogi and he obtains all-knowing wisdoms, while various mundane
siddhis are also gained. Ultimately, the text says (p. 128) that the channel
knots will be untied and that the Rainbow Body (‘ja’ lus) will be
achieved.
In his Catalogue of the Kanjur, Kun grol grags pa mentions the text under
the title Pho khrid nyi ma’i bcud bsdud.
16.
rTsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod las/ [Pha] gSang ba padma rlung ‘byin
gdams pa
a. 131-134
b. padma rlung ‘byin.
c. bdag ‘dra ‘ja’ tshon snying po rdo rje yangs rdzongs (= yang rdzong)
nas dngos grub tu rnyed pa lags so/
d. This short text contains yogic (‘khrul ‘khor) and sexual instructions for
female practitioners, a basic training that necessary comes before training
in the instructions contained in the next text. The purpose is to purify the
bhaga by expelling the inner winds (rlung ‘byin) remaining inside. It
describes (p. 133.1-4) the method using an artifact (rgod rkang or mi
rkang) to prepare the lower door (‘og sgo) before engaging in the main
practice. In his Catalogue of the Kanjur, Kun grol grags pa mentions the
text under the title Padma rlung 'byin gdams pa.
17. rTsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod las/ [Ba] Mo khrid gdams pa zla ba'i
mdangs len
a. 135-141
b. mo khrid.
c. ‘ja’ tshon snying po rdo rje yang rdzongs (=rdzong) gi mkha’ ‘gro
gsang phug nas rdo rje phag mo’i bha ga nas rnyed pa’o/ bkra shis/
d. This text describes sexual-yogic instructions for female practitioners
(mo khrid), representing the elixir of Ye shes mtsho rgyal’s Mind (thugs
kyi bcud). The purpose of the practice is to engage in the union of
Methods (thabs) and Knowledge (shes rab) in order to transform seminal
fluids (dangs ma) into Wisdom (ye shes). It describes the qualifications
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required for the “Hero” (dpa’ bo) ; how to actually accomplish union ; and
the benefits resulting from it. The qualified male partner should be in
between 18 and 50, handsome, generous, religious, intelligent, able to
keep secrets, expert in practices of the lower door, etc. If he has all the
qualifications, he should be regarded by the yogini as his master (bla
ma) ; if he has only half of these, he should be seen as a husband (mdza’
bo) ; and if he has only one third of these, he should be regarded as an
attendant (bran). Partners such as fishermen, butchers, or people having
wrong views will prevent one from reaching ordinary and supreme
attainments. The practice of union aims, as seen above, at realizing the
four Joys (dga’ bzhi) in successive order by the practices of pulling
(‘dren) and spreading (‘grem, dgram, p. 139). It prevents growing old,
maintains a good skin complexion, prevents gray hair and wrinkles,
clarifies consciousness and generates infinite experiences of bliss. It also
prevents illnesses and enables one to reach the state of Knowledge-Holder
of Life Mastery (tshe la dbang ba’i rig ‘dzin). Ultimately, channel knots
will be untied and one should see pure buddha realms, etc. In
his
Catalogue of the Kanjur, Kun grol grags pa mentions the text under the
title Mo khrid zla ba'i mdangs len
18. rTsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod las/ [Ma] Thun mong min pa'i 'khrul
'khor rnams gsum
a. 143-152
b. thun mong min pa’i [‘khrul ‘khor].
c. bdag ‘dra ‘ja’ tshon snying po rdo rje yang rdzongs (= rdzong) nas
rnyed pa dge legs su gyur cig/ bkra shis/
d. This text describes yogic instructions mainly based on the profound
teachings of channels (rtsa), winds (rlung) and seminal essences (thig le).
Its main practice (pp. 144-152) deals with 7 yantras (‘khrul ‘khor). It is
included by Kun grol grags pa in his Catalogue of the Kanjur under the
title Thun mong min pa'i 'khrul 'khor.
19. rTsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod las/ [Tsa] Thabs shes 'gug pa'i lcags kyu
a. 153-154
b. none.
c. rig sngags ‘chang ba ‘ja’ tshon snying po rdo rje yangs rdzongs (=
yang rdzong) nas spyan drangs pa’o/ shu bham bkra shis/
d. This very short text describes the practice to attract (‘gug pa) a potential
partner. It is based on a self-visualization of rTa mgrin dmar po and on the
recitation of a special attracting mantra. The practice and recitation are
done above a vessel containing special substances that are made into pills.
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It is included under the title mTshan ldan 'gug pa'i lcag kyu in Kun grol
grags pa’s Catalogue of the Kanjur.
20. rTsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod las/ [Tsha] Grong 'jug gdams pa 'gro
don rgyun skyongs
a. 155-158
b. grong ‘jug
c. bdag ‘dra ‘ja’ tshon snying pos gnas chen rdo rje yang rdzong mkha’
‘gro gsang phug rdo rje phag mo’i bha ga’i nang nas gter ma spyan
drangs pa shu bham/ bkra shis/
d. One of the most interesting practice of the present cycle, this text
describes the “Corpse-Entrance” (grong 'jug) practice which was
supposedly lost in the 11th century buddhist tradition with the death of
Mar pa's son. Its purpose is to transfer (‘pho) one’s consciousness in order
to have it enter (‘jug) a corpse (grong). The practice actually survided in
several works in the rNying ma pa tradition included in some collected
gter ma revelations. The origin of this practice in the Bon tradition is
unknown to me44. According to the text, there exist three types of
Entrances, depending on the quality of the corpse. Best entrance is done in
a fresh body whose owner died in a natural way (without obvious injuring
cause) or suddenly. The worst one is accomplished with a corpse whose
owner has been dead since three days maximum. Corpses exceeding this
length of time must be avoided for obvious reason of rotting problems.
The text is included in Kun grol grags pa’s Catalogue of the Kanjur under
the title Grong 'jug 'gro don rgyun skyong.
21. rTsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod las/ [Dza] Gegs sel gdams pa thar pa'i
srog bzung
a. 159-195
b. gegs sel.
c. bdag ‘dra ‘ja’ tshon snying po’i (= pos) gnas chen rdo rje yangs rdzogs
(= yang rdzong) nas dngos grub rnyed pa i thi/ bkra shis/
d. This is the longest text of the collection. It describes the various
practices aiming at clearing away obstacles (gegs sel). The text is made of
three main parts : 1. clearing away obstacles from the channels of the
body (lus rtsa yi gegs sel) ; 2. clearing away obstacles from the wind of
the speech (ngag rlung gi gegs sel) ; and 3. clearing away obstacles from
the seminal essences of mind (sems thig le gegs sel). The first part (pp.
160-165) discusses the cause for the arising of these obstacles before
44

Obviously, and according to the tradition, the present one goes back to Padmasambhava but
his own source still has to be determined clearly.
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explaining the specific reasons of the arising of defects in the channels. It
then describes several techniques helping resolve most problems by the
practice of ‘khrul ‘khor combined with medical treatment. The second
part (pp. 165-181) explains all the yogic exercises to perform in order to
overcome obstacles affecting the five root winds (rlung lnga). In a similar
way, these practices are a combination of ‘khrul ‘khor and specific
medical treatments. The same applies to the practices described in the
third part (pp. 181-194) which also combines them with bku mnye
massages (p. 191), etc. The text is included in Kun grol grags pa’s
Catalogue of the Kanjur under the title Gegs sel thar pa'i srog bzung. On
p. 160.2, its ornemental title is given as Gegs sel thar pa’i srol bzung zhes
bya ba.
22. rTsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod las/ [Wa] Rlung gi las tshogs gter gyi
'phreng ba
a. 197-214
b. las tshogs.
c. bdag ‘dra ‘ja’ tshon snying po gzi shod ru lag rdo rje yangs rdzongs (=
yang rdzong) nas dngos grub du (= tu) rnyed pa dge’o/ bkra shi/
d. This text is concerned with the accomplishment of various activity
practices (las tshogs), the list of which differs slightly from the ideal one
given by Kun grol grags pa in his Catalogue (p. 232, see appendix
below)45. In the present version, it contains the following inner sections46 :
1. using inner fire as food (gtum mo zas su bza’ ba, pp. 198-199)
which by special breathing techniques transforms the wind of
breath into wisdom elixir (ye shes kyi bdud rtsi). Retention of
breath is a key-point in this practice, and by training in this way,
the appetite for food should gradually lessen, until the yogi only
feeds on the wind samâdhi (rlung gi ting nge ‘dzin) ;
2. using inner fire as drink (gtum mo skom du ‘thung ba, pp. 199200) which is centered on the vase breathing (rlung bum pa can)
and special visualizations helping clearing away the thirst for
drinking. In both the previous and present sections of practices,
the main points are breathing techniques and visualizations, not
yantra (‘khrul ‘khor) as one might expect in this gtum mo
context ; it is stated (p. 199) that the wisdom of Bliss and
Emptiness (bde stong ye shes) should then arise in three days for
advanced yogis, six for yogis of medium capacities and nine for
those with ordinary faculties ; once deep experiences are gained
in this training, when the sensation of being hungry or thirsty
occurs, it will be cleared away by simply remembering (dran)
45 There
46 Only

the text appears under the title Las tshogs gter gyi ‘phreng ba.
the first four are described to give an idea of the contents of these sections.
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the practice ;
3. realizing swift-footedness (rkang mgyogs thon pa, p. 200)
combines both visualizations and breathing practices, with
special pressing techniques (of the jugular artery) to achieve the
“swift footedness” (rkang mgyogs) ; when the yogi succeeds in
the practice, he should be able to run nine times faster than other
ordinary people ;
4. not drowning in water (chu la mi bying pa, pp. 200-201)
prevents drowning by the visualization of oneself as a swan,
combined with vase breathing and using the arms as wings ;
5. flying in the sky (mkha’ la phur ba, p. 201)
6. reaching invisibility of the body (lus mi snang ba, p. 201)
7. seeing formless gods and demons, as well as seing beings in the
post-mortem bardo states (gzugs med kyi lha ‘dre dang bar do’i
sems can lta ba, pp. 201-202)
8. increasing one’s intelligence (shes rab ‘phel ba, p. 202)
9. gaining fame (snyan grags thob pa, p. 202)
10. passing unhindered through material objects (dngos bcas la
thogs med du ‘gro ba, pp. 202-203)
11. stopping the sun and the moon (nyi zla gtod la gnon pa, p. 203)
12. reversing the flow of a river (chu bo gyen du bzlog pa, pp. 203204)
13. overcoming the elements (‘byung ba zil gyis gnon pa, p. 204)
14. drawing the winds in the fingers (rlung sor mor drang ba, p.
204)
15. making rain fall (char ‘bebs pa, pp. 204-205)
16. stopping snow and rain (kha char gcod pa, p. 205)
17. reversing hail and thunderbolts (thog ser bzlog pa, pp. 205-206)
18. subjugating the perceptions of others (gzhan snang zil gyi gnon
pa, pp. 206)
19. bringing beings under one’s power (‘gro ba dbang du sdud pa,
p. 206)
20. summoning the consciousness of the deceased (tshe ‘das rnam
shes bkugs pa, pp. 206-207)
21. binding yetis and robbers (mi rgod jag pa ‘ching ba, p. 207)
22. reversing curses and knowledge mantras (byad dang rigs
sngags bzlog pa, pp. 207-208)
23. preventing from being struck by poison (dug gis mi tshug pa, p.
208)
24. protecting against epidemics (‘gos nad bsrung ba, pp. 208-209)
25. preventing being struck by demons (gdon gyis mi thub, p. 209)
26. preventing being hurt by carnivorous wild animals and
weapons (gcan gzan dang mtshon gyis mi tshugs pa, p. 209)
27. lengthening one’s life duration (tshe bsring ba, pp. 209-210)
28. killing one’s enemy (dgra bo gsod pa, pp. 210-211)
29. separating a harmonious couple (mthun gnyis dbye ba, p. 211)
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30. expelling the infractions or fault from a region (nyes byed [=
byes] yul nas dbyung ba, pp. 211-212)
31. causing a house to collapse (mkhar khang ‘gyel ba, p. 212)
32. subjugating misleading elemental spirits (log ‘dren ‘byung po
btul ba, pp. 212-213)
33. drying the crops of one’s enemy (dgra bo’i lo tog skam pa, p.
213)
34. sending sorcerous magical attacks to the enemy (dgra la cho
‘phrul ‘gyed pa, pp. 213-214) and
35. casting down injuring entities (gnod byed cham la phab pa, p.
214).
23. rTsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod las/ [Zha] Chu mig bsgrub pa'i grub
rtags ston pa
a. 215-224
b. chu mig.
c. gter ston ‘ja’ tshon snying po rdo rje yang rdzongs ( = rdzong) nas
dngos grub du (= tu) rnyed pa’o/
d. This work is identical with the text entitled bDud rtsi chu mig sgrub
thabs mentioned in the Catalogue of the Kanjur (p. 233). It is mainly
centered on the mastery over the water element (‘byung ba chu) and signs
of success or accomplishment (grub rtags) in its practice. It is to be
performed in places such as deep lakes, large rivers, springs in fierce
locations, etc. (such places should also be the sanctuary of a water spirit or
klu gnas), by a yogi who has control over his wind-mind (rlung sems).
24. rTsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod las/ [Za] Zab yig snying gi rgya can
a. 225-260
b. zab yig.
c. gter ston ‘ja’ tshon snying po’i (= pos) gnas chen rdo rje yangs rdzongs
(= yang rdzong) mkha’ ‘gro gsang phug rdo rje phag mo’i bha ga ‘dra
‘bag nas dngos grub du (= tu) spyen (= spyan) drang pa shud (= shu)
bham/ ma stu mangalam/
d. This works describes the order of the practices to be performed during
retreats on the rTsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod. It contains interesting
sections giving various names to the channels, wheels, etc. of the yogic
anatomy. For example, Kun grol grags pa gives eight different names to
the central channel (rtsa dbu ma) : 1. a ba dhu ti (avâdhuti), 2. kun ‘dar
ma, 3. sgra gcan, 4. ma ning, 5. yid bzang ma, 6. byang chub kyi rtsa, 7.
khâ khâ mu khâ and 8. mun pa ‘bar ba.
The ro ma (red channel on the left of the central channel) has five
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names : 1. nyi ma, 2. bud med, 3. rdul, 4. shes rab kyi rtsa, and 5. khrag
‘bab. The rkyang ma (white channel on the right side) has also five names
: 1. zla ba, 2. skyes pa, 3. snying stobs, 4. thabs kyi rtsa and 5. khu ba ‘bab
pa. For females, the sides are reversed.
According to Kun grol grags pa, partisans of the lower vehicles (theg
pa ‘og ma) pretend that the central channel does not go further than four
finger width below the navel but for him (and higher tantras), it goes all
the way from the secret place (gsang gnas) up to the summit of the head.
However, there are cases when the length of the channel is considered as
shorter or only parts of it are taken into account. For example, during the
practice of ‘pho ba, one considers that the central channel goes from the
heart up to the head. For gtum mo practice, it goes down to the region
below the navel, and for practice involving seminal essences (thig le), it
goes down to the secret place (gsang gnas).
As for the two lateral channels, during the Creation Phase (bskyed rim),
the channels are viewed as joigning to the central channel at their lower
extremity, and having the form of the tibetan letter cha. Their upper
extremity opens in the nostrils while the lower one enters the central
channel four finger width below the navel.
The author then gives the various names of the five wheels (‘khor lo
lnga: head, throat, heart, navel and secret place) etc., The remaining
sections of the texts are concerned with complementary instructions for
the various individual yogic practices of the cycle.
25. rTsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod las/ ['A] Zhal gyi gdams pa snying gi
thig le
a. 261-282
b. zhal gdams.
c. none. In the Rin chen gter mdzod edition (vol. 63, p. 481), the colophon
is given as follows : zhal gdams snying gi thig le ‘di ni gter ston ‘ja’ tshon
snying pos gnas chen rdo rje yongs rdzongs nas dngos grub rnyed pa/ slar
shing mo glang gi lor zla gsum pa’i tshe bcu’i nyin par lung zin gyi slob
ma khro chung nang so rdo rje nam mkha’ dbang ldan gyi nan cher bskul
ngor/ khro chen rgyal po’i pho brang drug zur ‘brug mo rnam par rgyal
pa’i dbu rtser shog ser las zhal bshus grub pa dge’o/ bkra shis par gyur
cig/.
d. This text contains various esoterical instructions, especially on
breathing techniques (rlung ‘dzin), alchemical preparations, various
advices, etc., explained in relation to the texts of the cycle. The
instructions mostly concern complementary teachings on the sexual
practices described in texts no. 14, 15, etc. According to the colophon, the
text was rediscovered in rDo rje yongs rdzongs (probably in 1741) and
later transcribed in 1745 (shing mo glang), at the behest of his disciple
rDo rje nam mkha’ dbang ldan, an official (nang so) of the Khro chung
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principality. The actual transcription happened in the main temple of the
Khro chen king’s palace called ‘Brug mo rnam par rgyal ba.
26. rTsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod las/ [Ya] rDo rje rnal 'byor ma'i sgrub
thabs
a. 283-291
b. rje btsun.
c. gsang bdag ‘ja’ tshon snying po can gyis gnas chen rdo rje yangs
rdzongs (= yang rdzong) nas dngos grub du (= tu) rnyed pa bkra shis/
d. A sadhâna of rDo rje rnal 'byor ma focusing on the inner practice
involving the use of the “diamond body” (rdo rje lus), i.e., channels (rtsa),
winds (rlung), wheels ('khor lo) and seminal essences (thig le).
27. rTsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod las/ [A] Le'u mi 'chol nges pa'i rtsis rgya
a. 293-298
b. rtsis rgya.
c. There is a first colophon by Ye shes mtsho rgyal saying : mkha’ ‘gro
gsang mdzod chos tshan nyer lnga ‘di/ ‘di bas mang na lhag ma nyung
nas chad/ chad lhag bsal phyir gsang ye mtsho rgyal mas/ mas ‘dzeg rnal
‘byor mngon sangs rgyas phyir dge/ gu hya rgya/
The second colophon is by Kun grol grags pa : gsang bdag ‘ja’ tshon
snying po can gyi (= gyis) rdo rje yangs rdzongs (= yang rdzong) nas
dngos grub du (= tu) rnyed pa dge’o/
d. The numbering [A] indicates that this should be the last text of the
collection (it is indeed the case in the presentation of the cycle in the
Catalogue of the Kanjur, see appendix below). It essentially describes the
purpose of each individual text of the collection and clearly states that the
original cycle was composed of the twenty-five following sections (chos
tshan nyer lnga, note the use of chos tshan on p. 297.5) :
1. the Yid ches lung gi che ba (no. 3) is mainly aimed at clearing
away doubts regarding the mKha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod cycle ;
2. the dBang chog ye shes rang shar (no. 4) contains the
consecration ritual for ripening and liberating fortunate disciples
engaged in the practice of this path ;
3. the Phyi ltar bskyed rim lha’i rnal ‘byor (no. 5) has the purpose
of transforming one’s own body as a divine Body (lha sku), that
is the Body of the yi dam ;
4. the Nang ltar ‘byin ‘jug rlung gi nyams len (no. 6) is practiced in
order to purify the channels and elements of one’s body ;
5. the Thun mong gtum mo’i ‘khrul ‘khor (no. 7) with its 25 yantras
is accomplished in order to let the experience of heat (drod) and
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of Bliss and Emptiness (bde stong) arise during the practice ;
6. with the practice of the rMi lam gdams pa ‘od gsal ‘khor yug
(no. 8), all germs of delusion should be destroyed ;
7. with the practice of the ‘Od gsal gdams pa ‘khrul pa rang dag
(no. 9), the yogi should quickly realize perfect Buddhahood
within the Three Bodies ;
8. with the sGyu lus gdams pa bde chen rang grol (no. 10), he
should pierce all delusory manifestations ;
9. with the practice of the Bar do gdams pa snang ba rang grol
(no. 11), he should obtain the level of full Buddhaood within the
Three Bodies ;
10. with the ‘Pho ba’i gdams pa zab lam rnal ‘byor (no. 12), even
evil beings should reach manifest Buddhahood at the time of
death ;
11. the gSang ba’i thur ma’i gdams pa zab mo (no. 13) exposes the
extraordinary key-points of the practice ;
12. the dBang po rdo rje chu ‘thung sbyor ba (no. 14) is the practice
of the path centered on the Bliss of the lower door (‘og sgo bde
ba’i lam) ;
13. with the Pho khrid gdams pa nyi ma47 bcud (no. 15), male fluids
are transformed into Wisdoms ;
14. the gSang ba padma rlung ‘bying gdams pa (no. 16) contains the
path to increase the four Joys (dga’ bzhi rgyas pa’i lam) ;
15. with the Mo khrid gdams pa zla ba’i mdangs len (no. 17), female
fluids are transformed into the five Wisdoms ;
16. with the Thun mong min pa’i ‘khrul ‘khor (no. 18), all the
liberating qualities of the winds should arise ;
17. with the Thabs shes mtshan ldan ‘gug pa’i lcags kyu (no. 19),
desires should all be fulfilled ;
18. with the Grong ‘jug gdams pa ‘gro don rgyun skyong (no. 20),
one should perfect the two benefits (for oneself and others) ;
19. with the Gegs sel gdams pa thar pa’i srog bzung (no. 21), one
should enter the path of Bliss (bde ba’i lam) ;
20. with the Rlung gi las tshogs gter gyi ‘phreng ba (no. 22), one
should “embellish” (mdzes par byed) the teachings of the
Diamond Vehicle ;
21. with the Chu mig sgrub pa’i grub rtags (no. 23), one should
gather all harmonious circumstances ;
22. with the Zab yig tsita snying gi rgya can (no. 24), all locks on
the treasure of instructions should be opened ;
23. with the Zhal gyi gdams pa snying gi thig le (no. 25), the
profound key-points should be easily realized ;
24. with the rDo rje rnal ‘byor ma’i sgrub thabs (no. 26), all
ordinary and extraordinary accomplishments should be obtained
47 The

text here has the erroneous compound nyi zla (p. 295.6).
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;
25. finally with the Le’u mi ‘chol nges pa’i rtsis rgya (the present
text, no. 27), the various sections of the cycle should be clearly
distinguished.
As is the case of most rtsis rgya or kha byang texts, the list shows how the
corpus was conceived when it was organized (according to tradition : in
the 8th century). It thus demonstrates that extra texts are later adjunctions
and that if the collection has less than 25 works (those listed above, not 25
random texts), it is incomplete.
28. rTsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod las/ Sa bcad gsal ba'i me long
a. 299-304
b. sa gcod.
c. rtsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod gyi (= kyi) sa gcod gsal ba’i me
long zhes bya ba ‘di yang/ dre’o shor (= Tre/Dre shod) padma rgyas pa’i
yul du snyigs ma’i rnal ‘byor ‘ja’ tshon snying po can gyi (= gyis) sbyar
ba dge legs su gyur cig/ bkra shis/
d. This work, which should be the second text included in ideal order of
the collection (Catalogue of the Kanjur, p. 232) shows that the gter ma is
composed of two basic divisions :
— the history of the masters of the lineage (bla ma brgyud pa’i lo
rgyus) and
— their oral instructions (gdams pa).
Texts belonging to the first category are the gTer ‘byung (no. 30 below)
and the Yid ches lung gi che ba (no. 3). These two works open the
collection in its ideal structure as shown by the Catalogue of the Kanjur
(see the appendix below).
Texts belonging to the second category are divided into two groups: a. the
consecration rituals which ripen (smin byed kyi dbang) the continuum of
the yogis ; and b. the liberating instructions (grol byed kyi gdams pa). The
dBang chog ye shes rang shar (no. 4) is the only text included in category
[a]. Works grouped under [b] are classified into four subdivisions :
b-1. one work centered on bskyed rim (no. 5) covering actual
bskyed rim practice plus recitation of mantric essences and
experience of Bliss ;
b-2. five works centered on rdzogs rim and breathing techniques
(no. 6-10) ;
b-3. five works centered on the relative seminal essences and
sexual yoga (no. 11-15)
b-4. seven works centered on innermost secret practices and
various activities including gegs sel, etc. (no. 18-23, 26).
Although included in the basic list of the 25 root-works, texts no.
24 and 25 are not included in this scheme, as they discuss the
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organization of the overall cycle. Texts no. 148, 2 and 29 are
compositions added to the original gter ma revelation.
29. rTsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod las/ Lag len nor bu'i 'phreng ba
a. 305-314
b. lag len.
c. ces rtsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdozd kyis (= kyi) lag len nor bu’i
‘phreng ba ‘di yang rjes ‘jug don gnyer can la phan pa’i blos bskul nas/
kho bo ‘ja’ tshon snying por ‘bod pa’i (= pas) dro (= dre) shod padma
brtsegs pa’i byang phyogs g.yung drung gling49 gis (= gi) gdan sar brtsam
pas/ rlung sems zung du ‘jug pa rnal ‘byor rnams kyi snying gi dpyid du
gyur nas bstan pa rin po che rgyan du gyur cig/ bkra shis/
d. This text describes the general cursus of the practices to be
accomplished within the context of the rTsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang
mdzod cycle. First, the yogin engaged on this path should follow the
teachings of an accomplished master and serve him diligently. He should
reflect on the four mind-turnings (blo ldog rnam bzhi), Refuge (skyabs
‘gro), Bodhicitta (sems bskyed), etc., as well as mental calm, until signs
and experiences occur. Then he should resume the practice with the “short
path” (nye lam) techniques centered on the union of winds and mind
(rlung sems zung ‘jug). The study and practice of the cycle is envisaged
for a twelve years retreat in which various specific yogic exercices are
accomplished for precise durations. For instance, common preliminaries,
mental abiding and meditation on no-self are accomplished for one year.
These are followed by bskyed rim visualizations (one month) and then by
the complex of various rdzogs rim oriented techniques covering another
year of the retreat. The practices of the six yogas (gtum mo, dream
practice, etc.) are then done for a duration of five years. Then one more
year is dedicated to the practice of the lower door (‘og sgo), four month
being allowed to each of its three aspects. The specific yantras of the
“instructions for males” (pho khrid) or “instructions for females” (mo
khrid) are done for two years. Finally the “corpse entrance” (grong ‘jug)
and activity practices of the winds (rlung gi las tshogs) are each
accomplished for one year, making up twelve years altogether. For yogis
of lower capacities, it is possible to divide the duration of each practice by
two, thus making up a six years retreat. The schedule of a day of practice
(with the order or meditations and yogic exercices) is then described (pp.
343-344). The text was written by Kun grol grags pa at the behest of
faithful devotees, in g.Yung drung gling50, north to Padma brTsegs in Dre
shod.
48 This

work was added before 1751 as it is listed in the Catalogue of the Kanjur (p. 233).
place is called rDo rje gling in the Rin chen gter mdzod version p. 344.
50 See previous note and do not confuse with the g.Yung drung gling monastery in gTsang.
49 The
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30. rTsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod kyi gter 'byung snang ba'i dga' ston
a. 315-323
b. gter ‘byung.
c. ces gter ‘byung snang ba’i dga’ ston ‘di yang mig dmar zhes pa shing
pho byi ba’i lo/ hor zla lnga pa nyi ‘od ldan gyi zla bar ‘ja’ tshon snying
po can gyi brtsam (= brtsams) pa ‘dis kyang gsang sems kyi bstan pa rin
po che rgyan du gyur cig/ sarva mang ga lam/ bkra shis/
d. This work contains the history of the cycle's revelation written by Kun
grol grags pa in the first person. According to the ideal structure proposed
by the author in his Catalogue of the Kanjur, this should be the first text
included at the beginning of the collection.
*
As seen above, the root revelation is represented by 25 texts (no. 3-27), the three
remaining works having been added later on (all added texts are compositions by
Kun grol grags pa, except for text no. 2, see above). This is confirmed by the
Catalogue of the Kanjur (p. 90), in which Kun grol grags pa himself states :
« — In rDo rje yongs rdzong in the district of gZi shod, (I discovered)
The Secret Diamond Treasure of the Sky Dancers on Channels and Winds
Which has twenty-five distinct chapters (making up),
When divided, sixty inner sections. »51
The sixty inner sections consist in the 25 main works of the gter ma plus the
35 divisions of text no. 22.
However, it seems that several other works were added later on52 since gTer
chen bDe chen gling pa (1833-1893) mentions in one of his autobiographies53
that he received the rTsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod together with its
instructions on khregs chod, thod rgal, etc., while there are no such texts nor
instructions in the editions available to me.54 His table of contents of the cycle is

51

gzi shod ru lag rdo rje yongs rdzong nas/ rtsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro’i rdo rje gsang mdzod la/ le’u mi ‘chol
nyi shu rtsa lnga dang/ nang gses phyes nas drug cu tham pa’o/.
52 At present, it is impossible to determine whether these other works were added by Kun grol
grags pa himself (after the list of contents he compiled for his Catalogue of the Kanjur), by his
following incarnations or by other lineage holders. This has to be investigated in detail.
53

54

Rig 'dzin kun grol gsang ba rtsal gyi phyi nang gsang ba thun mong dril ba'i gter 'byung lo
rgyus rnam thar chen mo ngo mthar padma'i dga' tshal thabs shes nyi zla'i rgyan can, p.
179-180.
As we shall see below, Shar rdza Rin po che also received the cycle but no reference is made
to khregs chod and thod rgal in this context which on the contrary stresses tantric yogic
practices of channels, winds and seminal essences (rtsa rlung thig le). So bDe chen gling pa
might be refering to the mKha’ ‘gro snying thig cycle discovered by Kun grol grags pa and
which may have been transmitted to him together with the rTsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang
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as follows (p. 179-180) :
— Phyi bskyed rim lha yi rnam bzhag (no. 5),
— Nang ‘byin ‘jug rlung gi nyams len (no. 6),
— gSang ba gtum mo rtsal gyi thur ma (no. 13),
— Zla ba’i mdangs len (no. 17),
— Las tshogs nyer gcig (probably no. 22),
— Thod rgal,
— Khreg(s) chod,
— sGron ma lnga skor,
— bDen bzhi,
— Thod rgal snang bzhi
— ‘Pho ba brjod med
— brJod med bar do.
The cycle has enjoyed continuous transmission in Eastern Tibet, not only in
New Bon lineages but even in circles of g.yung drung bon practitioners. In 1885,
it was transmitted to Shar rdza Rin po che (bKra shis rgyal mtshan, 1859-1934)
by two important adepts of this tradition called sPrul sku Nyi ma ‘od zer and
Khro tshang rTogs ldan dga’ bde.55 However, no text associated with the cycle is
to be found in the collected works of Shar rdza Rin po che. The cycle is still
being taught in New Bon monasteries in Eastern Tibet and is maintained by the
actual seventh incarnation of Kun grol grags pa Rin po che, Nam mkha dbang
ldan, the direct emanation of the famed Hûm chen ‘Gro ‘dul gling pa (Kun grol
VI, 1901-1956), now living in India.
— Appendix —
The Contents of the rTsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod collection
according to Kun grol grags pa’s Catalogue of the Kanjur (p. 232-233)
[p. 232.7]
rtsa rlung mkha’ ‘gro gsang mdzod kyi skor la/ gter ‘byung snang ba’i dga’ ston/
sa gcod gsal ba’i me long/ yid ches lung gi che ba/ dbang mchog ye shes rang
shar/ sngon ‘gro skyabs sems gsol ‘debs/ bskyed rim lha yi rnal ‘byor/ ‘byin ‘jug
rlung gi nyams len/ thun mong gtum mo’i ‘khrul ‘khor/ rmi lam ‘od gsal ‘khor
yug/ ‘od gsal ‘khrul pa rang dag/ sgyu lus bden med rang grol/ bar do snang ba
rang dag/ ‘pho ba zab lam rnal ‘byor/ gsang ba’i thur ma’i lag len/ rdo rje chu
‘thung sbyor ba/ pho khrid nyi ma’i bcud bsdud/ padma rlung ‘byin gdams pa/
mdzod. This too needs further investigation because it is unlikely that bDe chen gling pa
would have kept silent the mention of the mKha’ ‘gro snying thig in this context.
55 dBra ston bsKal bzang bstan pa’i rgyal mtshan, Shar rdza bkra shis rgyal mtshan gyi rnam thar,
p. 80-81. The first one was to become one of Shar rdza Rin po che’s most important early
masters for his yogic training, as he received from him the Tshe dbang bod yul ma, as well as
the rtsal rlung and ‘khrul ‘khor transmissions from the Zhang zhung snyan rgyud, etc. Khro
tshang rtog ldan was the main master of the Khro tshang lineage in rDza stod and resided in
gShen bstan phun tshogs gling (id, p. 82).
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mo khrid zla ba’i mdangs len/ thun mong min pa’i ‘khrul’khor/ mtshan ldan ‘gug
pa’i lcags kyu/ grong ‘jug ‘gro don rgyun skyong/ gegs sel thar pa’i srog bzung/
las tshogs gter gyi phreng ba la/ gtum mo zas su bza’ ba/ gtum mo skoms su
‘thung ba/ rkang mgyogs thob pa’i gdams pa/ chu yis mi bying gdams pa/ rang
lus mi snang gdams pa/ gzugs med lha ‘drer blta ba/ snyan grags thob pa’i
gdams pa/ dngos bcas thog [p. 233] med ‘gro ba/ nyi zla gtod la gnon pa/ chu bo
gyen du zlog pa/ ‘byung ba zil gyi gnon pa/ bde rlung sor mor drang ba/ char ba
dbab pa’i gdams pa/ kha char gcod pa’i gdams pa/ thog ser zlog pa’i gdams pa/
gzhan snang zil gyis gnon pa/ ‘gro ba dbang du bsdu ba/ tshe ‘das rnam shes
‘gug pa/ mi rgod jag pa ‘ching ba/ byad dang rigs sngags zlog pa/ dug gi mi
tshugs gdams pa/ ‘gos nad bsrung ba’i gdams pa/ gdon gyis mi thub gdams pa/
gcan gzan mtshon gyis mi tshugs/ ‘chi med tshe bsring gdams pa/ dgra bo gsod
pa’i gdams pa/ mthun gnyis dbye ba’i gdams pa/ nyes byed yul nas dbyung ba/
dmigs bya’i mkhar khang bskyel ba/ log ‘dren ‘byung po ‘dul ba/ dgra bo’i lo
tog skam pa/ dgra la cho ‘phrul ‘gyed pa/ gnod byed cham la phab pa’o/ bdud
rtsi chu mig sgrub thabs/ zab yig snying gi rgya can/ zhal gdams snying gi thig
le/ rdo rje rnal ‘byor sgrub thabs/ le’u mi ‘chol rtsis rgya’o/
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